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Disclaimer: Talking about and contemplating global climate change is a sensitive subject that may result in a wide
variety of mixed responses from different people. Neither Beyond Crisis, The People’s Climate Foundation or any
other distributors, creators, producers or associates to the film assume any responsibility for any outcomes that may
result from use of the film and its accompanying resources, including this Conversations Kit, nor do we endorse any
illegal or harmful activities of any sort. Any outcomes associated with use of these materials remains the full and
exclusive responsibility of the user(s).
Please treat this content and all people you interact with through these dialogues respectfully and with care.

#SafeClimateFuture

CHAPTER MATERIALS
The following materials provide valuable insight into each of the distinct chapters of Beyond Crisis,
and can be used to help tailor a unique engagement strategy for your audience. Note that this
section is an excerpt from the Beyond Crisis Conversations Kit, Part 2: Engaging Your Audience

CHAPTER PROFILES
FILM STRUCTURE
CHAPTER PROFILES 1-6
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CHAPTER PROFILES
Beyond Crisis has been carefully designed as five distinct yet intricately linked chapters, each exploring a
unique dimension of human thought and experience connected to our changing climate.

Chapter 1: The Language of Change
The Language of Change speaks to the basic science and global reality of climate change, including how this
immense Earth System change qualifies as a global crisis. Length: About 14 ½ minutes

Chapter 2: A Dangerous Addiction
A Dangerous Addiction speaks to our excessive use of burning fossil fuels for energy, and the industry most
responsible for keeping us addicted. Length: About 8 minutes

Chapter 3: Feelings of Change
Feelings of Change speaks to a social justice perspective of climate change, along with our psychological,
cultural and emotional response to crisis. Length: About 10 ½ minutes

Chapter 4: A Brighter Future
A Brighter Future speaks to the incredible opportunities that exist to transition off fossil fuel energy and onto
clean energy and other climate solutions. Length: About 8 minutes

Chapter 5: Building a Movement
Building a Movement speaks to the power of social movements to create change, learning from movement
history while emphasizing the need for large-scale mobilization to address this crisis. Length: About 11 ½
minutes

Topline Questions
The “topline questions” provided for each chapter can be used to help frame a discussion, diving into a particular
topic or chapter in far greater detail. More in-depth questions specific to each chapter can be found in the
following pages.

Mind Maps
Explore the in-depth content of Beyond Crisis more clearly with the help of our custom visual mind maps, each
following the unique narrative arc of a separate chapter. These handy resources can be used for brainstorming
and / or meditating on key themes of Beyond Crisis as a group, as well as for designing engagement strategies
around key topic areas.
Full-sized mind maps are included in your Film Package, and have been reprinted on the pages to follow at
smaller scale for reference.
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FILM STRUCTURE
Watching Beyond Crisis in full or chapter-by-chapter
A great deal of thought and attention went into the making of Beyond Crisis, to design a film that would
be both emotionally
powerful; solutions-oriented while still reckoning with the
Usingand
this intellectually
Kit
immensity of the problems before us and the deep thought and bold response that they deserve. A film
that would be powerful enough to evoke strong personal and collective responses, while still leaving
enough room to breathe to ensure viewers still have energy at the end of a screening to engage in
meaningful dialogue and continue the momentum forwards.
The result is what you see as the finished product today: a 1-hour “deep dive” into the origins,
complexities, dangers, social response and practical solutions to climate change, providing a careful
balance of content that can be revisited and further unpacked in conversation for many weeks and
months following a screening.
This package includes a range of sample questions, engagement processes and other materials to
explore as a group either following each chapter, or as a whole at the end of the film. To watch the film
in its entirety takes about one hour (64 minutes), a reasonable length to fully absorb the film and still
have the energy for lively discussion after.
Alternatively, Beyond Crisis can also be watched in parts, with the option to pause following each of the
five distinct chapters to discuss viewer response to each new stage of the climate journey. Feel free to
revisit key chapters and themes that provoke a particularly strong response to better absorb and
consider what they might mean to your own unique context.

Still from the film - Pune, India. Chapter: Introduction
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CHAPTER PROFILE ( 1 )
Film Introduction

Length: About 6 ½ min long (film start to 06:30)

Beyond Crisis begins with an introduction to our great dependency on the global climate system, along with our
struggle to fully accept that this system is indeed in a state of crisis. This introduction sets the stage for the
political response to climate change that led to the landmark Paris Climate Agreement in 2015; the “fiction” that
many of us live in by denying this crisis is real; the need for intergenerational justice and dialogue to protect our
shared future; and the small window of opportunity we now have left in the race to preserve a safe climate future.

Topline Questions
• What are some ways in which the global climate system supports life on our planet?
• How has a stable climate system supported the long-term development of society and human civilization?
• How is climate change influencing the broader “story” of humanity, and in particular notions of linear human
progress towards a more prosperous, sustainable future?

Chapter Mind Map - Introduction
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CHAPTER PROFILE ( 2 )
Chapter 1: The Language of Change

Length: About 14 ½ min long (06:30 - 21:06)

The Language of Change introduces viewers to the basic science and global reality of a rapidly warming planet
and changing climate, upending society’s most basic assumption that the natural world will continue to support our
species well into the future – unfortunately, the simple truth is that with enough disruption nature can fail.
The chapter explores how communities are already responding to increasing fossil fuel pollution and climate
impacts, and the urgent need to respond to the many dangers posed by climate change today if we are to avoid
a full-blown ecological and humanitarian crisis.

Topline Questions
• What are some signs that we are now living on a dramatically changed and changing Earth, with a rapidly
changing climate system?
• What are the major forces that are driving these changes, and how are they responsible?
• What key concepts are most critical to understand when considering global climate change?

Chapter Mind Map - The Language of Change

CHAPTER PROFILE ( 3 )
Chapter 2: A Dangerous Addiction

Length: About 8 min long (21:06 - 29:07)

Today’s excessive use of burning fossil fuels for energy can be understood as a global addiction, being
encouraged and sustained by one of the largest and most profitable business empires on earth: the fossil fuel
industry. A Dangerous Addiction unpacks how our global addiction to burning fossil fuels has both allowed for the
development of the hyper-connected industrial civilization many of us live in today, while also leading directly to the
massive global crisis of climate change (and other connected crises) due to this reckless pollution of the earth’s
sensitive ocean and atmosphere.
It explores the corruption and extreme negligence of an industry that has ignored many of these impacts for far too
long, profiting immensely from decades of inaction on climate - then segues into exciting ideas of what real change
could look like in the race to a safe climate future.

Topline Questions
• In what ways have fossil fuels contributed to the development of the world that we live in today, from powering
today’s modern industrial societies to disrupting Earth’s climate system?
• How can our burning of fossil fuels be understood as a global addiction, and what actions could we take to help
break this addiction?
• How can the fossil fuel industry be seen as bearing greater responsibility for keeping the world addicted to
burning their product, leading to this global crisis?

Chapter Mind Map - A Dangerous Addiction

CHAPTER PROFILE ( 4 )
Chapter 3: Feelings of Change

Length: About 10 ½ min long (29:07 - 39:28)

Feelings of Change explores the more personal, human dimension of facing planetary-level changes, from the faith
and social movements calling for a just response to climate disruption, to our emotional and psychological response
to crisis. Linking climate change to issues as diverse as global species extinction; human migration; the struggle
against poverty and the role of the arts in creating change, the chapter meditates on a central provocative
question: with such massive impacts and such obvious solutions, why wait?

Topline Questions
• How is care for humanity, morality and social justice intertwined with how we choose to respond to climate
change?
• What do you think are the main social and psychological barriers to engaging on this mind-boggling issue, and
how can we address those?
• How does climate change challenge your own sense of personal identity, including your expectations of the
future?
• What feelings come to mind when you begin to consider the implications of a dramatically changing climate, and
do you think these feelings are helpful in motivating your own personal engagement with these issues?

Chapter Mind Map - Feelings of Change

CHAPTER PROFILE ( 5 )
Chapter 4: A Brighter Future

Length: About 8 min long (39:28 - 47:18)

A Brighter Future introduces the incredible opportunities that exist to transition our societies off fossil fuel energy,
and onto far more just clean energy systems - also known as OFF and ON. It explores the many far-reaching
benefits of a just transition to clean energy, from widespread employment and economic opportunities, to
increased energy access and better human rights; improved health and food security; cleaner air and water; and
the potential to create a far brighter future that protects civilization from ever-worsening climate disaster.
Celebrating the incredible potential of clean energy to power and protect our world, the chapter ends with some
key corporate barriers to further action today, along with key policy changes that are urgently needed to
accelerate the clean energy revolution.

Topline Questions
• What is “clean energy” and how could it help us in transitioning off fossil fuels and other polluting forms of energy
production?
• What are some of the other social, environmental and economic benefits to moving towards a clean energy
future, in addition to addressing global climate change?
• What other solutions might be necessary or helpful in the fight for a more stable, safe climate future?

Chapter Mind Map - A Brighter Future

CHAPTER PROFILE ( 6 )
Chapter 5: Building a Movement

Length: About 11 ½ min long (47:18 - 59:00)

Building a Movement celebrates that incredible power that exists within people and communities to actively
engage in transforming our futures. Inspired by the great lessons of social movement history, the film’s final chapter
makes the case that the crisis we’re facing requires a similar level of society-wide vision and mobilization.
From WW2-mobilization to Ghandi’s Satyagraha campaign, to the 60s Civil Rights Movement and even the 1969
Moon Landing – history is full of potent examples of the power of people to unite around a shared vision, achieving
huge milestones that less-engaged bystanders may easily have dismissed as impossible. The lesson is clear: if hope
is to be built for a brighter future, it will not be created by standing on the sidelines, but by active leadership from
all of us.

Topline Questions
• Do you think large-scale change is necessary to address global climate change, and if so, how can a social
movement today help support this?
• What are some examples of social movements throughout history that have effectively engaged with and
changed the course of society to address a shared social issue or crisis, and how did they accomplish this?
• How would you best describe the main characteristics, intentions, limitations and potential of today’s global
climate movement and the effort to create a similar large-scale, productive social response to climate change?
• What most attracts you to engaging with this movement as it exists today, and how do you think it could or should
change?

Chapter Mind Map - Building a Movement
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